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Abstract 

 

As an important infrastructure, transmission towers are easily damaged under 

extreme wind loads. The dynamic displacement can reflect the service state of 

transmission tower structure in real time. However, most of the existing measurement 

techniques or reconstruction methods are used to obtain the point-type displacement of 

the bridge structure. This paper proposes a data fusion method to reconstruct two-

dimensional global displacement of lattice tower via strain and acceleration. The global 

dynamic displacement calculated from strain by the proposed two-dimensional strain-

displacement mapping method, then a novel data fusion algorithm is developed to fuse 

the strain-derived displacement and acceleration to acquire the two-dimensional global 

high sampling displacement. The effectiveness of the proposed method is verified by the 

numerical simulation of the transmission tower structure under wind load, and the 

parametric analysis illustrates that the proposed method has excellent performance 

under the influence of high sampling ratio or strong noise. The field test of the full-scale 

model is conducted to validate the applicability of the proposed method to real lattice 

tower, and the results demonstrate that the proposed method can accurately reconstruct 

the two-dimensional displacement. 

1 Introduction 

Lattice tower structures such as communication towers, radar towers, and 

transmission towers play an indispensable role in modern industry. Research on health 

monitoring and vibration control of tower structures is becoming increasingly important 1-

3. Because dynamic displacement can directly assess the health status of the structure 
4, it is of great significance to measure the global displacement field of the tower structure 
5-7. 

Various instruments are utilized for direct measurement of dynamic displacement 8-

10, including linear variable differential transformer (LVDT) 11, laser doppler vibrometer 

(LDV) 12 and real-time kinematic global navigation satellite system (RTK-GNSS) 13. 

However, LVDT requires the installation of a fixed reference point, which is difficult to 
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achieve for a lattice tower, LDV is not suitable for long-term monitoring projects, and the 

sampling rate and accuracy of RTK-GNSS are lower than the former two. In addition, the 

above-mentioned instruments can only realize point-type or area-type displacement 

measurement. 

For reconstructing the global displacement of the structure, strain-based 

displacement reconstruction techniques were developed 14-16, including curve fitting 

technique 17, 18, modal superposition method 19, 20 and inverse finite element (iFEM) 

method 21, 22. But the current curve fitting technology is mainly used for one-dimensional 

displacement reconstruction and greatly affected by noise; modal superposition 

technology can only reconstruct the displacement of a bridge or slab structure with 

constant cross-section; the iFEM method has shown potential in two-dimensional 

displacement reconstruction, but it is necessary to develop corresponding inverse beam 

elements for different types of structures, and the development of inverse element types 

corresponding to spatial lattice structures is still a challenge. 

So far, there is still no effective method to reconstruct the two-dimensional global 

dynamic displacement of the lattice tower structure. This paper proposes an innovative 

displacement reconstruction method by fusing limited acceleration and strain response. 

Unlike existing research, the strain-displacement mapping technique proposed in this 

paper can calculate the two-dimensional dynamic displacement from the strain, and the 

proposed data fusion method can reconstruct the global displacement of lattice tower. 

The correctness of the proposed method is verified by the numerical simulation of the 

transmission tower structure, and the parametric analysis is also carried out. Then the 

full-scale test of a 50 m-high transmission tower is conducted and further validates the 

feasibility of the proposed method to practical structures. Finally, the summary and 

conclusions are given. 

2 Development of displacement reconstruction method 

2.1 Two-dimensional strain-displacement mapping technology 

The traditional modal superposition technology is mainly used to reconstruct vertical 

displacement of bridge structures, but the lattice tower structure is susceptible to random 

wind load with uncertain wind direction in the actual environment, resulting in a certain 

angle between the direction of dynamic displacement and the direction of the main mode 

shape. Therefore, this paper proposes a two-dimensional strain-displacement mapping 

technology to solve such common problems. The lattice tower is a complex space lattice 

structure and needs to be simplified into a thin-walled variable cross-section cantilever 

according to the its structural characteristics, as shown in Fig. 1, and it is assumed that 

the structure always conforms to the assumption of flat section and small deformation in 

this process. Note that this model does not mean changing the original dimensions of the 

structure. 
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Fig. 1  Deformation model of lattic tower 

Supposing that a load F in any direction acts on the lattice tower, as depicted in Fig. 

2. This load will cause the main member to produce bending strain, and based on the 

principle of force synthesis and decomposition, the load in any direction can be 

decomposed into X and Y directions, which means the deformation generated by F equal 

to the sum of the deformations produced by Fx and Fy. Note that since the structure has 

been simplified to a cantilever beam, the left and right sides of the structure will produce 

opposite bending strains as well as the front and back sides when the component forces 

act alone. 

 

Fig. 2  The force state of the main members at a certain height of the lattice tower 

(Top view) 

If the strains of the No. 1 and No. 2 main members are known, represented by 1  

and 2  , the bending strains when the two component forces act on the structure 

independently can be calculated: 
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The above process is called strain decomposition, and this formula is applicable 

when the structure is only subjected to horizontal dynamic loads (The self-weight of the 

structure is a constant load, and the strain can be cleared to eliminate the influence in 

the initial state), and the strain of any two adjacent main members can be decomposed 
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(e.g., No. 2 and No. 3 main members). In this way, the two-dimensional displacement 

reconstruction problem of the lattice tower under random loads can be decomposed into 

two one-dimensional displacement reconstruction problems under the load in the 

direction of the main mode. 

Supposing that the strain of r ( 3r  ) measuring points 
1{ }x r 
 is known when the 

structure is subjected to load in the X direction only, and the strain mode shape of the 

structure [ ]xΨ  can be calculated by the stochastic subspace identification (SSI) method 
23: 

 [ ] [ ]x r n c x r n



 =Ψ C ψ  (2) 

where the subscript x represents the direction of the coordinate axis; 
c


C  is the output 

matrix of the system; [ ]xψ   denotes the matrix composed of eigenvectors. When the 

strain response and the strain mode shape are known, and the number of strain 

measuring points exceeds the highest mode shape order, the modal coordinates can be 

calculated by the least squares method: 

 1

1 1{ } ([ ] [ ] ) [ ] { }s T T

x n x r n x r n x r n x r −

    = Ψ Ψ Ψ  (3) 

where { }s

x  represents the modal coordinates with the same sampling rate as strain, the 

superscript s represents strain; n represents the identified mode order. For large lattice 

towers, the mode order participating in vibration is generally less than 3. 

Then the displacement mode function ( )j

x h   can be obtained according to the 

classical beam theory: 
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where ( )j

x h  is the jth-order strain mode function, which can be acquired by polynomial 

fitting of discrete strain mode values and height coordinates; ( )xg h  denotes the distance 

from the measuring point to the imaginary neutral layer; C, D are the integral constants 

related to the boundary conditions. The traditional modal superposition technique is 

suitable for the case where ( )xg h  is a constant function, which is obviously not true for 

lattice towers. Therefore, the Taylor's formula is used to expand the integrand into a 

polynomial function: 
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where 0h  is the height coordinate of the expansion point, which is usually half of the 

structure height;   means expansion order; ( )Q h  denotes remainder. After obtaining 

the displacement mode function, substituting the height coordinate of the target point to 

acquire the corresponding displacement mode value. The displacement of the target 

point when the structure under the load in the X direction can be expressed as: 
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 { } { }{ }s s

x x x=D Φ  (6) 

where s

xD   represents the displacement vector; xΦ   is a matrix composed of 

displacement mode values. The strain-derived displacement in the X direction is 

abbreviate as sd

xD . 

2.2 Data fusion method 

Displacement and velocity are applied as the state variables of the continuous-time 

state-space model: 

  ( ) ( )
T

t x t x t=X( )  (7) 

where ( )x t  is displacement; ( )x t  means velocity. The one-step state vector prediction 

of the discrete-time state-space model is: 

 2
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where ( 1 1)k k− −X  is state vector at the 1k −  time step, ( 1)k k −X  represents the state 

vector at the k  time step predicted by that of 1k −  time step. A  denotes the discrete-

time state transition matrix; B  means the control matrix. The predicted state vector has 

errors, and the covariance matrix of one-step state prediction is: 

 3 2
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where ( 1 1)k k− −P  means the covariance matrix of the state vector prediction at the 1k −  

time step; ( 1)k k −P  represents the covariance matrix of state vector at the k  time step 

predicted by that of 1k −  time step; Q  is the random noise covariance matrix in the 

discrete time domain. This process is also called the time update phase. Supposing that 

the displacement is observed at the i time step: 

 ( ) ( 1) ( )sd

xz i D i i d i= = − +HX  (10) 

where ( )z i   indicates the observed displacement, which is equal to the strain-derived 

displacement; Observation matrix  1 0=H  ; ( )d i   is measurement noise, which is 

assumed as a stationary zero-mean Gaussian process, and the covariance matrix is 

/ t= Ω . Therefore, the state estimation vector in the measurement update process 

( )i iX  and state estimation covariance matrix ( )i iP  are: 
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where ( 1)i i −X  represents the state vector at the 1i −  time step predicted by that of the 

i time step; ( 1)i i −P  means the covariance matrix of the state vector at the 1i −  time 

step predicted by the state vector at the i time step; ( )iK  is the Kalman gain matrix at 

the i time step. The state vector ( )i iX  obtained during the measurement update process 

contains the reconstructed dynamic displacement, and the subsequent smoothing 

process and calculation of noise parameters can refer to the existing literature 25, 26. 

The Kalman filtering algorithm can only increase the sampling rate of displacement 

where the acceleration measurement point located rather than that of global 

displacement due to the limitation of the number of acceleration sensors. The 

aforementioned strain-displacement mapping method has already calculated the 

displacement mode function of the entire structure, which means that the displacement 

mode value of any point can be obtained. Assuming that the structure is arranged with l 

acceleration sensors (l is not less than the order of the modal participating in the 

vibration), the corresponding dynamic displacement is calculated by the smooth Kalman 

filtering algorithm, then there are: 

 1

1 1{ } ({ } { } ) { } { }a T T

x n x l n x l n x l n x l −

    = Φ Φ Φ x  (12) 

where a

x  is the modal coordinate with the same sampling rate as acceleration, and the 

superscript a represents acceleration; 
xΦ  denotes the displacement mode matrix, the 

elements of which are obtained by substituting the height coordinates at the acceleration 

sensors into the displacement mode function; xx  represents the displacement vector 

reconstructed by the Kalman filtering algorithm. The dynamic displacement of the 

reconstructed target point can be expressed as: 

 1

1( ) { ( )}{ } { ( ), ( )}{ }a a n a

x x x x x x nD h h h h  = =  Φ η  (13) 

where h is the height coordinate of the target point; ( )a

xD h   is the corresponding 

displacement; ( )x hΦ  means the displacement mode value. So far, the reconstruction of 

displacement in the X direction of the lattice tower under random wind load has been 

completed. Note that after the strain decomposition is completed, the reconstructed 

process of the displacement in the Y direction and that in the X direction is basically the 

same, only the data used is different. 

3 Numerical simulation of a transmission tower 

In this section, the ANSYS software was used to calculate the dynamic response of 

the transmission tower structure under wind loads. The strain and acceleration are known 

quantities, and the displacement is applied as the reference value to verify the 

correctness of the proposed data fusion algorithm, and parametric analysis was also 

carried out to test its robustness. 

3.1 Finite element analysis description 

Taking an actual transmission tower as an example, the ANSYS software was 

utilized to establish a three-dimensional finite element model, which is composed of main 
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and auxiliary members. The cross sections of the members are all angle steel sections, 

and the steel types are Q420 and Q345. The built finite element model is indicated in Fig. 

3. 

 
Fig. 3  Finite element model of the employed transmission tower 

Considering that the first three-order modes are enough to accurately calculate the 

dynamic response of the structure, only three acceleration extraction points were set. To 

simulate the response of the tower structure under wind load, the entire structure is first 

simplified into 11 simulation points from top to bottom, and the wind load was applied to 

the main member at the same height of the simulation points. Afterward, the fluctuating 

wind speed time histories at different heights were generated via the harmonic 

superposition method, and the generation parameters are: (1) The ground roughness 

category is Class B; (2) The total time is 60 s, and the time step is 0.0025 s; (3) The cut-

off frequency is 20 Hz, and the frequency division number is 2048; (4) The basic wind 

speed is 30 m/s. Finally, the wind load at different nodes were calculated according to 

the wind speed: 

 2( ) ( ) / 2sP t A v t =  (14) 

where ( )P t  is the wind load at time t; ( )v t  means the total wind speed;   represents 

the air density, the value is 1.25 kg/m3; s  indicates the drag coefficient of the structure, 

which can be taken according to the code 27. A denotes the projected area of the wind 

load acting on the structure. The extraction points are displayed in Fig. 4. The 

displacement and acceleration sampling rate are 400 Hz, and the strain sampling rate is 

100 Hz. 

According to the proposed theory in Section 2, the tower structure should be 

regarded as a variable cross-section cantilever beam, and the functions of the distance 

from the measuring point to the hypothetical neutral layer ( )x y   and ( )z y   can be 

obtained from the known size conditions. It is worth noting that the tower has two slope 

change points, so the solution of the functions needs to be divided into three sections. 
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Fig. 4  Layout of extraction points 

To displace the structure in two horizontal directions, the wind direction angle was 

set to 60 degrees, namely, the angle between the wind direction and the positive direction 

of the X axis is 60 degrees. The wind speed time history and wind spectrum comparison 

of the top simulation point are shown in Fig. 5. It can be seen that the trend of simulated 

spectrum is basically the same as that of the target spectrum, indicating that the 

simulation of fluctuating wind speed has sufficient accuracy. 

  

(a) Wind speed at highest point (b) Wind spectrum comparison 

Fig. 5  Wind speed time history and wind spectrum comparison 

3.2 Displacement reconstruction results 

The strain decomposition technology was used to process the strain data, and the 

strain x  and z  of the left main member (as shown in Fig. 4) when the original wind 
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load is decomposed into the X and Z directions and act on the structure separately can 

be calculated. The strain time history before and after decomposition are indicated in Fig. 

6. 

  

(a) Before decomposition (b) After decomposition 

Fig. 6  Time history of bottom strain extraction point 

Then the SSI method was utilized to process 
x  and 

z  separately to obtain 

stability diagrams as shown in Fig. 7. The lattice tower was excited two modes in each 

direction under wind load, and there is no mode aliasing in the spectrum calculated by 

the decomposed strain, indicating that the proposed strain decomposition technique can 

effectively distinguish the mode shapes in different directions. 

  

(a) Z direction (b) X direction 

Fig. 7  Stability diagrams of different directions 

Taking the first-order mode as an example for verification, the strain mode shapes 

calculated by SSI method and extracted from ANSYS in two directions are indicated in 

Fig. 8. The two results are highly consistent, which proves the effectiveness of the 

proposed strain decomposition technique and structure simplification theory. 
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(a) Z direction (b) X direction 

Fig. 8  First-order strain mode shapes comparison 

There is an obvious ‘segmentation’ phenomenon in the strain mode shape, which is 

due to the tower structure is divided into three sections with different slopes by two slope 

change points (The green dotted lines shown in Fig. 8, Fig. 9, Fig. 15 and Fig. 16 

represent the position of the slope change points), so it also should be segmented when 

fitting the strain mode function and displacement mode function. 

Then the segmented strain mode function was integrated to solve the corresponding 

displacement mode function. During this process, the bottom boundary conditions and 

the continuity conditions at the slope change points should be used to calculate six 

integral constants. In order to verify the correctness of the solution, the results of ANSYS 

modal analysis were extracted and compared with it, as illustrated in Fig. 9. The 

displacement mode shape calculated by the proposed method also has the phenomenon 

of ‘segmentation’, and it is very close to the theoretical mode shape, demonstrating that 

the proposed method can accurately calculate the mode shape of the tower structure. 
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(a) Z direction (b) X direction 

Fig. 9  First-order displacement mode shapes comparison 

Multiplying the displacement mode value of the target measuring points by the modal 

coordinate to obtain the strain-derived displacement sdD  . Since only two modes are 

excited in each direction, the proposed data fusion algorithm was used to process the 

acceleration data of the 40.5 m and 45 m-high measuring points to reconstruct the high 

sampling rate dynamic displacement. Fig. 10 is a comparison diagram between 

reconstructed displacement and theoretical displacement calculated by ANSYS at 10 s 

and 40 s. It can be seen that the reconstructed displacement is in good agreement with 

the ANSYS calculation, which demonstrates that the proposed method can reconstruct 

the two-dimensional global displacement of the tower with a high accuracy. The slight 

reduction of reconstructed accuracy in the middle of the tower is due to the structure 

have been simplified, but overall, the error is acceptable. 

  

(a) 10 s (b) 40 s 

Fig. 10  Comparison of two-dimensional global displacement calculated by different 

methods 

For the convenience of description, the following discussion takes the highest point 

as the target point to reconstruct the two-dimensional displacement. Fig. 11 suggests the 

comparison between the reconstructed displacement time history and that extracted by 

ANSYS, which shows that the tower structure vibrates to different degrees in the X and 

Z directions under wind load, and the proposed algorithm can accurately reconstruct the 

two-dimensional dynamic displacement using strain and acceleration data only. 
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(a) Z direction (b) X direction 

Fig. 11  Comparison between reconstructed displacement and theoretical 

displacement (49.6 m-high) 

4 Full-scale experiment of transmission tower 

4.1 Experiment description 

In order to further verify the effectiveness of the proposed method applied to the 

actual structure, a full-scale model was made using the transmission tower structure in 

the numerical simulation as a prototype and the experiment was conducted. Multiple 

loading points were set on the tower to simulate the working condition of the structure 

subjected to wind load. The measurement result of the inclinometer was used as 

reference value instead of the displacement. Four acceleration sensors, eighteen strain 

sensors and five total station observation points were also arranged. The position of the 

loading point and the layout of the sensor are indicated in Fig. 12, and the position of the 

strain sensor is the same as that of the numerical simulation part. 
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Fig. 12  Schematic diagram of sensors layout and loading points 

The fiber Bragg grating (FBG) sensor, which has been widely applied in recent years, 

was used to measure strain. The three-direction wireless acceleration sensors and the 

two-dimensional inclinometer were utilized to measure the acceleration and the 

inclination time history of the top, respectively. The loading method was hierarchical 

loading, which was divided into two levels. The total station was used to observe the 

static displacement value at the load holding section, and the loading direction were Z 

and X directions. The sampling rate of inclination and acceleration was set to 100 Hz, 

and the sampling rate of strain was 10 Hz. The scene photos of the sensors and the 

transmission tower are shown in Fig. 13. 

 

(a) Transmission tower 

  
(b) Inclinometer (c) FBG sensor 

  

(d) Total station 

point 

(e) Wireless 

accelerometer 

Fig. 13  Photographs of transmission towers and sensors on site 

4.2 Experimental results and analysis 

The SSI algorithm was used to process the decomposed strain, and the stability 

diagrams were obtained as depicted in Fig. 14. It can be seen that the proposed method 

can effectively identify the first-order modes in the Z and X directions, and there is no 

phenomenon of modal aliasing. 
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(a) Z direction (b) X direction 

Fig. 14  Stability diagrams 

The identified results were extracted, as shown in Fig. 15, which are very similar to 

the numerical simulation part and prove that the proposed method can effectively identify 

the strain mode shapes of the transmission tower. 

  

(a) Z direction (b) X direction 

Fig. 15  First-order strain mode shape of the actual transmission tower 

Next, the proposed method was utilized to calculate the first-order displacement 

mode shapes in the two directions, and the mode shapes identified by acceleration were 

compared with them as indicated in Fig. 16. Besides the position of the acceleration 

sensor, five reconstructed displacement target points were selected along the height 

direction of the tower. It can be seen that the mode shapes identified by the two data are 

almost coincide, which verifies the correctness of the proposed method. 
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(a) Z direction (b) X direction 

Fig. 16  First-order displacement mode shapes calculated by different methods 

The proposed data fusion method was applied to reconstruct the global 

displacement of the structure. Since only the first-order mode was involved in this 

vibration, the data collected by the acceleration sensor at 40.5 m-high was utilized. The 

comparison between the reconstructed results and the data collected by the total station 

at different load holding stages is displayed in Fig. 17. The observation results of the total 

stations at the upper measuring points are very close to the reconstructed displacement, 

but the observation error of the total station causes the reconstructed error of the bottom 

measuring points to increase. Overall, the observed displacement value and the 

reconstructed displacement value are in good agreement with the maximum error of 5.4 

mm, which suggests that the proposed method can accurately reconstruct the two-

dimensional global displacement of the lattice tower. 
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(a) Loading level 1 (b) Loading level 2 

Fig. 17  Two-dimensional global displacement comparison at different load holding 

phases 

Finally, the position of the inclinometer was considered as the reconstructed target 

point to calculate the dynamic displacement during the loading phase, then the inclination 

angle and the observation value of the total station were compared with the reconstructed 

results, as shown in Fig. 18. The change trend of two-dimensional displacement 

calculated by the proposed data fusion method and are basically the same as that of the 

two-dimensional deflection angle, and the difference between the reconstructed 

displacement at the load holding phases and the results of the total station is also very 

small, indicating the effectiveness of the proposed method. 

  

(a) Z direction (b) X direction 

Fig. 18  Deflection angle and displacement at the top of the transmission tower 

Due to the power limitation of the loading equipment, the loading rate of this 

experiment was very low, only a quasi-static test can be carried out. Nevertheless, the 

structural displacement still contains a certain degree of dynamic components, which is 

sufficient to verify the correctness of the proposed data fusion method. 

5 Summary and conclusions 

This paper proposes an innovative data fusion method that can realize two-

dimensional global displacement reconstruction of the lattice tower structure through the 

comprehensive utilization of multi-point acceleration data and strain data. The two-

dimensional displacement derived from strain by proposed strain-displacement mapping 

method based on modal conversion, the structural simplification theory makes the strain 

decomposition technology suitable for lattice towers. The Kalman filtering algorithm is 

used to fuse acceleration and strain-derive displacement to further improve the sampling 

rate and accuracy, the reconstruction of high-frequency displacement also become 

accurate since the existence of acceleration. Finally, the two-dimensional global 

displacement is calculated according to the mode superposition theory. 

The correctness is verified by the numerical simulation of the transmission tower 
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structure under the action of 60° wind load. Parametric analysis indicates that under the 

influence of different sampling ratios and varying degrees of noise, both high-frequency 

and low-frequency displacements are accurately reconstructed, and the reconstructed 

error NRMSE is within 1%. Experiment on the full-scale model of the transmission tower 

suggests that the reconstructed global displacement and inclination change trends are 

basically consistent, and the maximum difference with the total station observation value 

is only 5.4 mm, which proves that the proposed data fusion method has good 

performance. Since the proposed method only needs measurement data collected by 

limited number of acceleration and strain sensors to realize the reconstruction of the two-

dimensional global displacement reconstruction of the tower structure, and can be 

applied to different structural forms by changing the boundary conditions, the above 

means the proposed method has a broad application prospect in the field of structural 

health monitoring. Nevertheless, it should also be noted that the method proposed in this 

paper does not consider the impact of shear deformation, which has a certain impact on 

the reconstructed accuracy of the bottom displacement of the tower structure. Future 

work can focus on solving this problem. 
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